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Using several-mJ energy pulses from a high-repetition rate (1/2 kHz), ultrashort (35 fs) pulsed laser

interacting with a �10 lm diameter stream of free-flowing heavy water (D2O), we demonstrate a

2.45 MeV neutron flux of 105/s. Operating at high intensity (of order 1019 W/cm2), laser pulse

energy is efficiently absorbed in the pre-plasma, generating energetic deuterons. These collide with

deuterium nuclei in both the bulk target and the large volume of low density D2O vapor surround-

ing the target to generate neutrons through dðd; nÞ3He reactions. The neutron flux, as measured by

a calibrated neutron bubble detector, increases as the laser pulse energy is increased from 6 mJ to

12 mJ. A quantitative comparison between the measured flux and the results derived from 2D-parti-

cle-in-cell simulations shows comparable neutron fluxes for laser characteristics similar to the

experiment. The simulations reveal that there are two groups of deuterons. Forward moving deuter-

ons generate deuterium–deuterium fusion reactions in the D2O stream and act as a point source of

neutrons, while backward moving deuterons propagate through the low-density D2O vapor filled

chamber and yield a volumetric source of neutrons. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4963819]

Energetic neutrons have numerous applications in many

fields, including medicine,1 homeland security,2 and material

science.3 Conventional fast neutron sources include deuter-

ium–deuterium (D–D) and deuterium-tritium (D–T) fusion

generators, as well as light-ion, photoneutron and spallation

sources. Laser plasma interactions (LPI) in the relativistic

regime can also generate charged particles and subsequently

accelerate them to energies high enough to trigger nuclear

fusion reactions resulting in neutron production.4–16 Recent

advances in ultra-high power laser technology now enable

table-top scale systems, which may be further reduced in

size for use as drivers for portable neutron generators in the

future. One of the methods for neutron production is through

the acceleration of high-energy ions (keV-MeV) impinging

upon an appropriate converter target, such as deuterated plas-

tic. Typically, thin solid targets are used in these experiments

to accelerate deuterons.

Using solid targets in the form of a thin (1 lm) foil has

some drawbacks for high repetition-rate (>kHz) operation; for

example, one has to replace the target after each shot. To resolve

target life-time issues, fast target replacement schemes have

been introduced by some groups.8,15,17–19 In particular, using

�100 mJ of pulse energy at 10 Hz repetition-rate, Ditmire et al.8

used deuterium clusters, which were rapidly heated by the laser

pulse (on a femtosecond time scale) and launched few keV deu-

terons to drive D–D nuclear fusion reactions.

In this letter, we report the production of neutrons using

a high repetition rate femtosecond laser (1/2 kHz) at high

intensities (>1019 W/cm2 for vacuum focus) but low pulse

energies (several-mJ) interacting with a heavy water stream.

We demonstrate a conversion efficiency of laser energy into

2.45 MeV neutrons of �10�8, which is comparable to previ-

ous experiments that utilized table-top systems.8,16,17,19–21

Our experiment uses the Lambda-cubed (k3) laser facility

at the University of Michigan. The k3 laser is a Ti:sapphire

system (k¼ 800 nm) producing laser pulses of duration s¼ 35

6 2 fs full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) with an ampli-

fied-spontaneous-emission (ASE) intensity contrast ratio of

108. However, for these experiments we deliberately introduce

a pre-pulse split from the main pulse arriving 13 ns before the

main pulse with an intensity contrast ratio of 103. This pre-

pulse serves to generate a pre-plasma and increase the absorp-

tion of the main pulse energy.

The k3 laser operates at a 1/2 kHz repetition rate and

delivers up to 18 mJ energy per pulse focused upon heavy

water stream targets. The laser is focused to a 1.3 lm

FWHM focal spot using an f=1:4 off-axis parabolic mirror,

which produces a maximum peak intensity of 3� 1019

W/cm2 in vacuum. A commercial syringe pump (Teledyne

Isco) is used to maintain a constant flow rate of heavy water

through a 10 lm capillary, which produces a 15 lm diameter

continuous flow of either heavy (D2O) or light (H2O) water,

with a flow rate of 100 ll/min. The laser focus is set approxi-

mately 300 lm below the tip of the capillary and at the first

surface normal to the flowing water. The chamber pressure is

maintained at 20 Torr during the experiment by a roughing

pump. Heavy water vapor originating from the stream fills

the chamber and therefore acts as a catcher for accelerated

deuterons for neutron generation. The experimental setup is

shown in Fig. 1. Second harmonic light reflected from thea)Now at Cymer, San Diego, CA, USA.
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stream and off the parabolic mirror passes out of the chamber

and is used to guarantee a normal incidence focus on the

stream’s surface. The CdTe x-ray detector is then used to

minutely optimize this alignment to produce x-ray counts on

every single shot. Fine target alignment is performed using

piezo actuators (Newport Picomotor), for xyz-control of the

paraboloid and the water stream.

In order to confirm the production of neutrons from D–D

fusion reactions, we employ two different detection schemes.

We use several bubble detectors (Bubble Tech Industries, BD-

PND) located 4 cm from the interaction region at various angles

with respect to the laser propagation direction, with the data

shown in this Letter being taken at 45�. These bubble detectors

contain superheated droplets (20lm–50 lm in diameter), which

vaporize into macroscopic bubbles (0.2 mm–0.5 mm in diame-

ter) when they are irradiated by neutrons. In the energy range

between 0.3 MeV and 10 MeV, the bubble detector has a flat

response22 and exhibits good linearity with respect to neutron

dose.23 Most importantly, these bubble detectors are insensitive

to both x-rays and electron interactions. The bubble detector is

also covered with a 1 mm thick aluminum tube to protect from

direct laser irradiation.

Our bubble detector was independently calibrated for

2.45 MeV neutrons using a commercial neutron generator at

the Neutron Science Laboratory at the University of Michigan

(MP-320, Thermo Scientific). The 106 n/s neutron flux of the

source yielded a calibration factor for the bubble detector of

6900 neutrons per bubble. Exposure of the bubble detector to

the laser-based neutron source for 2 min accumulation periods

resulted in the formation of up to 40 bubbles, corresponding

to a calibrated neutron flux on the order of 105 n/s.

The second detection scheme consists of two plastic

scintillators (ELJIN, EJ-204) coupled to photo-multiplier

tubes (HAMAMATSU, H2431-50 biased at �2.5 kV). Using

the plastic scintillators, neutron time-of-flight analysis is per-

formed to determine the neutron energy spectrum. Two scin-

tillators located at different distances and directions (2 m,

3.5 m, as in Fig. 1) measure the neutron time-of-flight signal.

Two such recorded signals are shown in Fig. 2. Results from

heavy water (black and red curves) are recorded at the stated

distances and the light water signal (blue curves) is recorded

independently at 3.5 m as a control. Note that the heavy

water traces are the pulse shapes averaged over the 300

measurements that exceed the 2 mV noise floor in the neu-

tron interval, and the light water trace is the pulse shape

averaged over the 4000 measurements that exceed the 2 mV

noise floor in the whole window.

All traces have x-ray peaks starting near 0 s, but only the

two heavy water traces possess secondary peaks (black and

red curves) corresponding to the relatively slow transit of the

fusion neutrons to the detector following their creation. If

D–D fusion occurs at the D2O target, then the resulting

2.45 MeV neutron will interact with the scintillator 92 ns and

162 ns, for the 2 m and 3.5 m separations, respectively.

However, the peaks for the 2 m and 3.5 m cases are observed

at 110 ns and 182 ns, instead, showing that both signals are

delayed by up to 20 ns from the expected arrival times. The

effect of the delayed transit-time produces the down-shifted

and broadened neutron energy spectra shown in the inset of

Fig. 2. The delay is the result of neutron generation beyond

the target as Dþ ions interact with D2O vapor within the vac-

uum chamber, which will be detailed in the numerical simu-

lation results shown below.

The D2O stream will not have sharp boundaries predom-

inantly because the main laser shot is preceded by a pre-

pulse, which ablates the material and generates a pre-plasma

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. Note that scintillator distances are not to scale,

the chamber diameter is 80 cm, and the chamber is filled with 20 Torr of

heavy water vapor.

FIG. 2. Neutron time-of-flight analysis. The voltage signal derived from the

photomultiplier tube following each x-ray interaction is averaged over 300

traces. The average trace derived from the light water target, shown in blue,

is compared to the average traces derived from the heavy water target, when

the neutron and x-ray sensitive scintillator is separated from the target by

2 m and 3.5 m, respectively. The inset shows the neutron energy spectrum

derived from the approximate time-of-flight measurements.
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surrounding the water target. The creation of this pre-plasma

is beneficial as it increases the coupling efficiency of the

laser energy to the production of hot electrons,24–28 whose

improvement enhances the energy of the deuterons. In Fig.

4, two data points (at 12 mJ and 13 mJ) are plotted for com-

parison, corresponding to no added large amplitude pre-

pulse (but still the normal ASE and picosecond pre-pulses

inherent to the laser). These points were taken under identi-

cal conditions to the points with a pre-pulse. Our results

show that the introduced pre-pulse can generate more than

an order of magnitude increase in neutron flux (n/s).

Numerical simulations are performed using a two-

dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell code.29,30 The D2O

target is approximated as a planar target at liquid density, having

a pre-plasma with density exponentially decreasing away from

the edge with a characteristic length of 1lm at 1/e. This pre-

plasma is estimated from measurements with a similar laser sys-

tem interacting with water targets.31 With an assumed focal spot

size (DFWHM) of 1lm and a pulse duration (sFWHM) of 32 fs,

the laser-water interaction is simulated for peak laser intensity

variations between 1� 1019 W/cm2 and 3� 1019 W/cm2.

The on-target laser energy was varied between 3.7 and

11 mJ/shot. Particles are initialized with charge þ1 for ions

and �1 for electrons and during the simulations the ion

charge of oxygen is dynamically incremented using a stan-

dard Monte Carlo scheme for collisional and optical field

ionizations. At the beginning of the simulations, the number

of particles per cell is 36 for deuterons and 18 for oxygen

ions. The momentum distribution of deuterons is plotted in

Fig. 3.

The phase-space plot reveals the dynamics of the inter-

action. First, the laser interacts primarily with the pre-plasma

and all of the energetic ions originate from the pre-plasma

region. The second intriguing observation is that there are

two groups of deuterons: one group accelerated forward, and

another group blown in the backward direction (towards the

incoming laser direction). Their number is comparable; how-

ever, the backward moving deuterons are more energetic. In

the forward direction the maximum normalized impulse is

px/(Mc)� 0.01 and the corresponding momentum in the

backward direction is doubled.

The particle-in-cell code is used to simulate only the

laser plasma interaction, from which the deuteron spectrum

was calculated. It is fitted with an exponential function

(whose parameters are provided in the Table I). Deuterons

with weights corresponding to this distribution are trans-

ported through the converter, and the neutron yield generated

by these deuterons is calculated and accumulated. The angu-

lar distribution of neutrons is assumed to be isotropic, which

is justified in the limit Ed< 1 MeV.32

The neutron production is very sensitive to the direction

of the deuterons. The forward-directed deuterons find

increasingly dense plasma, all the way up to liquid density in

the stream. Since their range is only a few lm in water (7 lm

for a 400 keV deuteron), the forward directed deuterons are

stopped within the water stream.33 These deuterons cause

D–D fusion reactions and produce neutrons within the water

stream. This is a point source of neutrons. In contrast, the

backward directed deuterons move away from the main

stream and interact with the gas/plasma with rapidly decreas-

ing density, which transitions to the 20 Torr background den-

sity, where they have a much longer stopping distance. We

estimated that at a background density in the chamber of

6.4� 1017 cm�3, a 400 keV deuteron has a stopping distance

of 30 cm, similar to the chamber dimensions.

Therefore, the backward-moving deuterons will also

contribute to neutron production as a volumetric source.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4 which plots the neutron flux pro-

duced by forward and backward moving deuterons, as well

as the sum of the two. The experimental data are also plotted

for comparison. Table I provides more details such as the

number of deuterons per shot, the neutron yield per deuteron

and neutron yield per shot for forward and backward moving

deuterons. The dominant neutron source is fusion from back-

ward moving deuterons, and consequently, the larger fraction

of neutrons has a volumetric origin. It has to be kept in mind,

however, that we assumed complete stopping of the

backward-directed deuterons; while in reality, some them

may not be stopped by the low-density background gas.

Thus, their contribution is likely overestimated. The volu-

metric nature of the neutrons was confirmed by the neutron

time-of-flight measurements, which showed a delay and

FIG. 4. Neutron flux as a function of energy from the experiments and

simulations.

FIG. 3. (Left) Deuteron momentum x� px phase space at the end of simula-

tion, 192 fs. (Right) Deuteron energy spectrum.
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increased width of the signal, which can only be interpreted

as neutrons coming from different locations.

In conclusion, the production of D–D fusion neutrons is

demonstrated with a millijoule level femtosecond laser sys-

tem. Notably, the system operates at 1/2 kHz repetition rate,

and requires neither the replacement of deuterated targets

nor a catcher alignment. These features enable the generation

of a neutron flux (�105 n/s) which is comparable to other

table-top laser based neutron sources, but for continuous all-

day operation. Although the k3 system operates at 1/2 kHz,

the present technology may enable operation at 10 kHz or

higher, suggesting that such laser driven sources should be

able to generate 106–107 n/s.
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3.3� 109 45 18� 10�9 59 Total

2� 1019 7.3 2.6� 109 30 9.5� 10�9 25 Forward

5.0� 109 55 26� 10�9 130 Total

3� 1019 11 3.7� 109 35 12� 10�9 44 Forward

6.7� 109 65 38� 10�9 255 Total
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